
Animal reiki and
communication

What is animal
healing?

I am trained in Animal Magic©
Healing and provide channelled
healing energy and communication
for animals. As an animal healer, I
channel reiki and am attuned to Usui
Reiki Level 2.

Reiki (霊気 ,  / ˈreɪki/) is a Japanese
complementary health approach to
natural energy healing. It can be
given in person or sent at a distance. 

Reiki means 'mysterious atmosphere,
miraculous sign.' It comes from the
Japanese words “rei” (universal) and
“ki” (life energy).

The role of an animal healer

Understanding the animal/human relationship
and their purpose together.
Providing healing for any trauma, illness or
injury.
Understanding the animal when their behaviour
is puzzling or seems inappropriate to their
guardian.

An animal healer is a human being who assists
animals to deepen their understanding of
themselves and resolve any challenges on a
physical, emotional, mental, behavioural or
spiritual level. Animal healers can help with:

 Reiki works to heal your animal at an energetic level
and helps to find the root of the imbalance,
disharmony, disconnection and dis-ease in their
energy.



urinating more frequently for the following few hours after treatment or drinking more water / eating more etc.
some animals become more alert at the same time as the healing is happening and some may become very relaxed. 

Before a healing treatment

If healing is given to help a physical concern, your animal must have seen their vet within the past 3 months
or at least have a diagnosis. I can only treat an animal for a diagnosed condition and not an unknown issue. 

Healing is in no way meant to replace veterinary medicine and works alongside orthodox medicine to
complement it. Most vets are open minded to energy healing, but it’s important that they are made aware of
your intention to have healing for your animal.

Before treatment begins, I will require a client questionnaire completing. I am also required to ask if your
animal has seen a vet for any current condition I am asked to provide healing for.  All information provided
will be treated confidentially. 

About the healing sessions

I conduct these treatments by distance healing, by touching a clear photo of your animal. I will first connect to
reiki and make an energetic connection to your animal, to gain consent for healing to be sent. I then conduct a
full scan of their energy, listening for messages as I work through each chakra.  Healing is always given with
love and for the greater good of the animal.  I provide a written report on email after each healing session.  

Possible outcomes

Reiki healing is generally a very relaxing and soothing experience for animals. The following are some
possible examples of healing reactions:
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